BREAKING
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REVOLUTIONIZING

PORTABLE

SEWING
The WorkerB Power Pack is an innovative portable
motor system never seen before in the sewing machine
industry — and it’s found only at Sailrite. The WorkerB
delivers unparalleled power and slow speed control.
And the best part? All this speed control and power are
found in a portable motor.
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Is the WorkerB a Rebranded Motor System?
Definitely not. The WorkerB motor system is a Sailrite-exclusive design two
years in the making. We partnered with a well-known power tool manufacturer to
engineer the proprietary circuitry. Our mission was to ensure each system met our
standards for speed, power and portability.

Will the WorkerB Power Pack Work on My
Ultrafeed?
An important part of our design phase was making sure the WorkerB would be
compatible with every Ultrafeed Sewing Machine — no matter how long ago you
purchased yours. If you own a Sailrite Ultrafeed, the WorkerB Power Pack will work
on your machine.

How Does the WorkerB Compare to Other
Portable Motors?

Why Should I Upgrade My Motor to the WorkerB?

Power:

The most powerful motor found on portable sewing
machines, the WorkerB delivers 2.5 times the power of
other portable motors.

Speed Control:

Easily adjust the maximum sewing speed with the dial
on the control box.

Power Boosting
Technology:

When the machine encounters resistance from changes
in fabric thickness or density, the control box provides a
boost in torque to power through.

Designed With
Use in Mind:

The unrivaled power of the WorkerB motor system is an industry game changer.
The WorkerB offers the best of both worlds: unbeatable power with the portability
you need. If you’ve ever struggled with controlling your stitch speed or felt like you
were sewing too fast, you need the WorkerB. If your sewing machine has ever
struggled through dense assemblies or stopped working when it couldn’t handle a
project, you need the WorkerB.

UPGRADE

TODAY!

*

and see what all the
buzz is about

Integrated Light Outlet — conveniently plug a sewing
machine light right into the control box.

Scan or search WorkerB
at Sailrite.com

On/Off Switch — shut the motor off with the machine
plugged in.
Balance Wheel — the ergonomic hand grip makes it
easier to operate the machine by hand.
Foot Control
Pedal:

A large range of pedal movement provides unrivaled
slow speed acceleration.

Adding the Monster® II Balance
Wheel goes beyond slow
speed control when paired
with the WorkerB Power
Pack. Novice sewers don’t
have to worry about sewing
too quickly. Professionals
get the slow speed control
for detailed work.
Search #604U at Sailrite.com.

*Available for 110V Ultrafeed Machines only.
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